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Abstract
We summarize structural instabilities exhibited by the one dimensional (1D) (arene)2X
family of organic conductors in relation with their electronic and magnetic properties. With
a charge transfer of one electron to each anion X these salts exhibit a quarter-filled (hole)
conduction band located on the donor stacks. Compounds built with donors such as
fluorenthene and perylene derivatives and anions X such PF6 or AsF6 exhibit a high
temperature (TP~170K) conventional Peierls transition which is announced by a sizeable
regime of 1D 2kF charge density wave fluctuations (kF is the Fermi wave vector of the 1D
electron gas located on Per stacks). Surprisingly, and probably because of the presence of a
multi-sheet warped Fermi surface, the Peierls transition is considerably reduced in the
perylene series α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] where X is the dithiolate molecule with M=Au, Cu, Co
and Fe. A special attention is devoted in this paper to physical properties of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]
salts which with M=Pt, Pd and Ni incorporate segregated S=1/2 1D antiferromagnetic (AF)
dithiolate stacks with 1D metallic Per stacks. We analyse conjointly the structural and
magnetic properties of these salts in relation with the 1D spin-Peierls (SP) instability located
on the dithiolate stacks. We show that the SP instability of the Pd and Ni derivatives occurs
in the classical (adiabatic limit) while the SP instability of the Pt derivative occurs in the
quantum (anti-adiabatic limit). Furthermore we show that in the Pd and Ni derivatives
frustrated 1st neighbour direct and 2nd neighbour indirect (through a fine tuning with the
mediated 2kF RKKY coupling interaction on Per stacks) AF interactions add their
contribution to the SP instability to open a singlet-triplet gap. Our analysis of the data show
unambiguously that magnetic α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts are a typical realization of the physics
predicted for two chain 1D Kondo lattices.
Keywords: organic conductors; one dimensional metal; Kondo lattice; Peierls and spinPeierls transitions; frustrated anti-ferromagnetic systems

I-

Introduction

Since the discovery of a so-called Peierls transition in the Krogmann salt K2Pt(CN)4Br0.33H2O (KCP) [1] in 1973, more than 40 years ago, a lot of investigations have shown that
most of one dimensional (1D) conductors are subject to a coupled electronic-structural
instability transition at the 2kF critical wave vector (kF being the Fermi wave vector of the
1D electron gas). Due to the electron-phonon coupling the Peierls transition consists in a 2kF
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modulated wave of bond distances, forming a so-called bond ordered wave (BOW),
accompanied by a 2kF modulation of the electronic density, forming a so-called charge
density wave (CDW); these two waves being in quadrature (see [2]). This 2kF modulation
adjusted to the 1D band filling is generally in incommensurate relation with the chain
reciprocal wave vector, b* below (2kF amounts to half the number of conduction electrons,
ρ, per site in b* reciprocal unit; the factor 2 is due to the spin degree of freedom). At the
Peierls transition, TP, the long range 2kF modulation opens a gap at the Fermi level in the 1D
band structure, which leads to a 1D metal to insulator phase transition. However because of
the 1D nature of the electronic instability, the Peierls instability is announced by a large
regime of 1D 2kF CDW/BOW fluctuations which extends up to 2-4 times TP (the temperature
of onset of CDW/BOW fluctuations corresponds to about the mean-field Peierls temperature,
TPMF). Between TPMF and TP these local fluctuations in direct space open a partial gap (i.e. a
pseudo-gap) in the electronic structure. More details can be found in a recent review [3].
These 2kF CDW instabilities are well illustrated by quasi-1D inorganic compounds such as
the Krogmann salts, the blue bronzes, K0.3MoO3, and the transition metal tri-chalcogenides,
NbSe3 and TaS3, built with chain of transition elements based inorganic polyhedron (PtCN4
square, MoO6 octahedron and NbSe6/TaS6 anti-prism, respectively) between which there is
a strong overlap of d wave functions [4]. Organic conductors are built with stacks of planar
molecules with a sizeable overlap of pπ perpendicular molecular orbitals (MO). In them the
metallic character is achieved either by a partial charge transfer ρ from stacks of donor (D)
to stacks of acceptor (A), as in TTF-TCNQ, or by a complete charge transfer from anion
(X)/cation (Y) to D/A in 2:1 D2X or A2Y salts. Only the D2X salts where, with ρ=1/2 the hole
band structure is quarter-filled, will be considered in this paper. An important characteristic
of organic metals is that, with stacks built with large planar molecules, the HOMO have a
nodal structure which gives intra-stack transfer integral (t//) often smaller or comparable to
intra-molecular (U) or inter-molecular (V) Coulomb repulsion terms. Thus because of the
relative importance of electron repulsion, the organic conductors have a strong tendency to
develop another type of CDW instability at the critical 4kF wave vector consisting in a Wigner
like charge localization [2] (charge localization is generally accompanied by a spin-charge
decoupling. Thus a given site can be at most occupied by an electron whatever its spin. The
critical wave vector in this process, being associated to ρ, is 4kF in 1D). In 2:1 organic salts,
intensively studied these last year [5], a spin-charge decoupling accompanies the charge
localization phenomenon. When such a decoupling is achieved, the localized S=1/2 degrees
of freedom remain available to order in magnetic such as anti-ferromagnetism (AF) or nonmagnetic singlet paired ground states. The singlet pairing is generally stabilized by a
dimerization of the chain of localized spins. The transition which results thus opens a singlettriplet gap in the AF magnetic excitation spectrum. Being analogue to the metal-insulator
Peierls transition, which opens a gap in a metallic excitation spectrum, the singlet pairing
transition of spins 1/2 is called for this reason a spin-Peierls (SP) transition whose principal
characteristics are now well documented by the recent literature (see for example ref. [3, 5]).
The perylene (Per) molecule, shown in figure 1a, has played an important role in the
development of the field of 1D organic conductors since the first molecular crystal exhibiting
a metallic conductivity was found in 1954 when Per was exposed to Br [6]. Then many family
of organic salts based on the Per donor and its derivatives were found to exhibit metallic
properties [7]. Among them 2:1 D2X salts were found to exhibits quasi-1D metals exhibiting
a 2kF BOW/CDW instability diverging into a Peierls metal-insulator transition (see section
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II). A very original physics is observed in Per-dithiolate salts α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] which for
some specific dithiolate acceptors mix 1D conducting and magnetic properties [7, 8].The
structure of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] exhibits along the b direction (perpendicular to the plane of
figure 2) regular stacks of tilted and partially oxidized Per molecules which coexist with
metal-bisdithiolene complex [M(mnt)2] ̶ stacks. [M(mnt)2] ̶ , shown in figure 1b, is a close
shell molecule for M=Au and Cu while for M = Ni, Pd and Pt each [M(mnt)2] ̶ bears an
unpaired spin 1/2. Due to the charge transfer of one electron per dithiolate leaving ρ=1/2 hole
per Per, α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] forms a family of high conducting and anisotropic conductors (σb
~700S/cm and σb/σ┴ ~ 103 at RT) [9] with a quarter-filled hole (or a three quarter filled
electron) conduction band – see figure 3a. With M=Au and Cu close shell dithiolate
molecules and with M=Fe and Co dithiolate molecules forming stacks of dimers, only the
Per stack is electro-active. The Peierls instability of these salts will be considered in section
II and compared to the Peierls instability exhibited by other D2X salts of arene donors.
Dithiolate stacks with M = Ni, Pd and Pt form S=1/2 AF chains which interact with the
conducting Per stacks, subject to a Peierls instability similar to the one exhibited by Per stacks
in the close shell dithiolate salts. These very interesting systems will be considered separately
in section III since a new physics emerges from the coupling between magnetic and metallic
stacks.
II-

Peierls instability in Per2X salts and its Per substituted derivatives

In this section we summarize the Peierls instabilities exhibited by various D2X arene cation
radical salts whose main characteristics are given in table I. This table shows that depending
of the salt the donor stacking can be either uniform or two-fold modulated. In the second case
two-fold bond or site modulation of the donor stack is generally the consequence of
differentiated interactions with either intrinsically dimerized anionic stacks or chemically
alternated anion-solvant columns. These differentiated interactions should change donor
environment with respect to the one in regular stacks. These differential interactions will
either modulate intra-stack bond distances and/or modulate the molecular site potential with
the consequence to modulate electronic parameters such as either the intra-stack transfer
integral or the one-electron site energy (see figure 3b). In all these cases there is a band
folding in b*/4 or b’*/2 and the opening of a band gap of 2EG as shown in figure 3b, which
gives also the expression of EG. Furthermore if there is a lateral disorder between columns of
anions the modulation of donor stack located between these columns will be also disordered.
1D CDW are very sensitive to disorder. Disorder either limits the life time of electron-hole
pairs of wave vector 2kF, which are the building blocks of the CDW, or pins the phase of the
BOW/CDW modulation. Electron backscattering on impurities reverses the wave vector of
one constituent of the electron-hole pair (let say from +kF to –kF), which process destroies
the pairing. In consequence such a scattering process gives a finite lifetime at the electronhole pairing. This lifetime effect depresses the Peierls transition, as observed in the solid
solution Per2[AuxPt1-x(mnt)2] [11]. Local pinning of the phase of the CDW on a random
distribution of lattice defects limits the longitudinal and transverse spatial coherence of the
3D CDW order (for more details see [3]).
a- Uniform stack
For ρ=1/2 hole per arene the 1D donor band structure is quarter-filled in holes (¾ filled in
electrons) - figure 3a. For an uniform stack of periodicity b, the critical Peierls wave vector
is 2kFD= b*/4 for the hole filling (2kFD= 3b*/4 for the electron filling). In the mean field
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approximation (which neglects the 1D pre-transitional 2kFD fluctuations) the Peierls
transition occurs at:
≈

⁄

(1)

In (1) EF is the hole Fermi energy and, since 2kF phonons pair a –kF hole to a +kF electron,
is the reduced 2kF electron-phonon coupling [3]. C is a constant, of few units, which
depends on the shape of the band dispersion in the vicinity of EF (for a free electron dispersion
C≈2.25). The Peierls transition opens a gap 2Δ at ± in the 1D band structure. At 0K, the
gap 2Δ0 is related to TPMF by the BCS-type correspondence law:
2∆ = 3.56
(2)
Table I reports TPMF deduced, via expression (2), from the activation energy Δ0 of the
conductivity measured below TP.
Note that with 2kFD= b*/4, the Peierls superstructure stabilizes a 4b periodicity in stack
direction. Since 4x2kFD= b*, the 2kF BOW/CDW modulation wave length is in fourth-fold
commensurate relation with the chain periodicity b, so that the phase of the CDW modulation
should be pinned on lattice sites by the fourth-order lattice potential.
b- Two-fold modulated stack
Table I shows that in many salts the donor stack periodicity is doubled. In that case with a
stack periodicity of b’=2b, the critical Peierls wave vector should be 2kFD= b’*/2 (see the
folded band structure shown in figure 3b). Note also that the new reciprocal wave vector b’*
of the two-fold modulated structure amounts to 4kFD which is the critical wave vector
associated to a charge localization phenomena (see above). In that case the band folding
opens a band gap 2EG in ±b’*/2 due either to a dimerization of the stacks or to the presence
of non-equivalent lattice sites. Generally the bond dimerization due to molecular shifts ±u/2
(leading to a difference of transfer integral δt=gBu) or the charge unbalance on each site ±δρ
(related to a difference of HOMO potential energy δV=gSδρ) are small quantities, so that with
EG=2δt or EG=δV one has EG<<t. In these expressions gi is the bond (B) or site (S) electronphonon coupling and t is the transfer integral of the uniform stack. Note that in these cases
the underlying dimerization or charge modulation effects, can be viewed as achieved by the
establishment of a static 4kF BOW or 4kF CDW of amplitude u/2 or δρ respectively on the
Per stack. For a weak modulation and for a weakly interacting electron gas, these effects does
not change appreciably the physics of the Peierls instability with respect to the one of a
quarter-filled band. In particular the 2kF BOW/CDW modulation should remain mainly
pinned on lattice sites by a fourth-order lattice potential as for a uniform stack (the two-fold
order lattice potential proportional to u or δρ being much smaller). This is not true for a strong
modulation in presence of sizeable electron repulsions (see for example [5]).
In the case of a strong dimerization shown in figure 3c, where tintra>>tinter, the bonding and
anti-bonding states of the dimer are well decoupled. One hole tends to be localized on the
anti-bonding state of each dimer, and the anti-bonding band can be considered as half-filled.
In this picture each dimer can be considered as a rigid unit and the 2kF BOW/CDW
modulation of wave length 2b’ will basically modulate the inter-dimers distances. There is
thus strong pinning of the CDW on dimer sites by a two-fold lattice potential.
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In the case of a two-fold modulated stacks there is an additional process entering in the 2kF
electron-phonon coupling mechanism. Since one has 4kFD= b’*, umklapp scattering
processes should contribute to the 2kF electron-phonon coupling mechanism. The associated
reduced electron-phonon coupling constant,
, which is proportional to the amplitude of
the 4kF BOW or of the 4kF CDW, adds to
in expression (1). One simply has in the meanfield approximation:
≈

⁄(

)

(3)

In the limit of a strongly dimerized stack the contribution of umklapp processes could be of
the same magnitude as the normal 2kF electron-phonon coupling process. In that case with
2λ
≈λ
+
one obtains an enhanced mean-field Peierls transition temperature
given by:
≈

⁄

(4)

c- Estimation of the electron-phonon coupling
In a 3D solid made of a collection of weakly coupled chains, the 3D Peierls transition
temperature, TP, is generally depressed by a sizeable fraction of TPMF (see table I). The main
cause of this depression arises from the presence of 1D structural fluctuations which develop
between TP and about TPMF [3]. In that temperature range local lattice fluctuations form a
pseudo-gap in the electronic density of states, which announces the formation of a true Peierls
gap below TP. As the pseudo-gap reduces the effective number of carriers in the vicinity of
the Fermi level it is observed a decrease of conductivity below a certain temperature Tρ close
to TPMF ( see table I) and well above TP. Note that for a purely 1D system the CDW and BOW
thermal fluctuations suppress the Peierls transition at finite temperature. The non-zero TP
values reported in Table I correspond to a 3D phase transition due to various kinds of interchain coupling mechanisms (for more detail see [3]).
Then using expression (1) or (4) for uniform or strongly two fold modulated stacks it is
possible to estimate λ from the knowledge of TPMF and EF. In α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] the linear
thermal dependence of the hole-like thermo-power leads to a bandwidth of 4t//=0.6eV [7, 8]
= √2 ∕∕ ≈0.2eV. Using TPMF≈ Tρ from table
which gives for a quarter filled 1D hole band
I and taking a free hole dispersion in the vicinity of EF, as assessed by the band structure
calculation of ref. [10], one gets using expression (1):
- λ ~0.2 for the M=Au salt,
- λ ~0.25 for the M=Cu salt.
Assuming a sizable Per stack dimerization due to the chemical bonding of M(mnt)2 into
dimers [12], one gets using expression (4):
-λ ~0.2 for the M=Fe and Co salts,
These values are comparable to λ
found for KCP (0.2) and for the blue bronze K0.3MoO3
(0.25).
If one assumes the same band width in (FA)2 PF6 as in α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] one gets, assuming
that the stack dimerization has weak effects (see below), that λ
=0.6. A similar quite strong
electron-coupling value of λ =0.6 is obtained in the Peierls ground state of polyacetylene,
(CH)x.
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d- Peierls instability in (arene)2 PF6 and AsF6 salts
Table I shows that D2X salts where D is fluoranthene (FA) or perylene substituted derivatives
with 4 methyl groups (TMP) or two cyclopentanes (CPP) (see figure 1a) exhibit, in presence
of monovalent anions such as X= PF6 and AsF6, an important regime of 1D 2kF fluctuations
pre-transitional to a Peierls transition. Such 1D 2kF BOW fluctuations, associated to a sizable
electron-phonon coupling with the pπ electrons, have been clearly detected in the FA, CPP
and TMP salts by X-ray diffuse scattering measurements [13, 14, 15, 16]. Figure 4 shows,
for example for (CPP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2, that the susceptibility associated to 1D BOW
instability follows a Curie-Weiss dependence (corresponding to a regime of Gaussian
fluctuations of the amplitude of the order parameter) which diverges at TP=170K into a 2nd
order Peierls transition [15]. Similar results are found in (FA)2PF6 [13]. BOW/CDW
fluctuations strongly affect the electron density of states at the Fermi level by forming a
pseudo-gap, precursor to the Peierls gap. This progressively reduces the effective number of
carriers available for the charge transport so that the electrical conductivity decreases in the
temperature range of existence of 1D fluctuations below Tρ (~TPMF). All these features are
those of a conventional Peierls instability.
In most of the salts, the BOW/CDW fluctuations couple 3D in a Peierls transition which
stabilizes at TP a 3D long range order (LRO) of BOW/CDW modulations. This 3D Peierls
transition manifests by the appearance below TP of 2kF superstructure reflections whose
intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the BOW/CDW modulation (see
figure 4 in the case of (CPP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2 [15]).
In the Peierls ground state it has been observed in dimerized (FA)2PF6 that the BOW/CDW
modulation could collective slide under the action of an external electric field exceeding a
threshold field value of ET ~0.2V/cm [17, 18] which comparable to the one (ET~0.5V/cm)
observed in α-(Per)2Au(mnt)2 which exhibits a regular Per stack [19]. As the threshold field
depends on the pinning energy of the CDW on impurity and on the order of commensurability
of the lattice potential, the finding of similar ET values for (FA)2PF6 and α-(Per)2Au(mnt)2
means that the pinning is mainly achieved by a fourth-order lattice potential in (FA)2PF6.
Thus the 2kF CDW critical wave vector of (FA)2PF6 is basically that of a quarter filled band.
Table I shows that TMP and CPP salts incorporate one solvent molecule (CH2Cl2), S per
anion X. This leads to the formation of mixed X-S columns in stack direction with a short
range lateral order between X-S columns [16]. In CPP salts, anion disorder does not prevent
the occurrence of a high temperature Peierls transition TP =158-170K (see table I and figure
4). (TMP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2 exhibits also a sizeable regime of 2kF fluctuations below ~200K,
but at the difference of (CPP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2 it exhibits only a short range BOW lateral order
at 20K [15]. The absence of a long range 3D BOW order could be due to CDW pinning on
X-S disorder. In addition, and by analogy with the finding in [(TMTSF)1-x (TMTTF)x]2ReO4
solid solution [20], the growth of a 2kF BOW instability could be inhibited by the
establishment of a high temperature 4kF CDW order on the TMP stack.
e- Peierls instability in Per stack of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]
α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts with M=Au, Cu, Fe and Co exhibit a quite small Peierls distortion
which is assessed by the detection below TP of extremely weak superlattice reflections at the
2kF=1/4b* reciprocal position in the Cu salt [21] and somewhat stronger reflections at the
2kF=1/2b’* reciprocal position in dimerized Fe and Co salts [22]. No superlattice reflections
have been detected in the Au salt (however it is expected from the relative magnitude of the
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Peierls gap, superlattice reflections one order of magnitude less intense in the Au salt than in
the Cu salt). In addition the expected regime of pre-transitional 1D 2kF-BOW fluctuations
could not be detected in these salts. The characteristics temperature TP, Tρ and TPMF of the
Peierls instability located on these salts are reported in table I.
The 2kF=1/4b* CDW stabilized below TP in the Au compound collectively slides under the
action of an external electric field above ET~0.5V/cm and exhibits the characteristic features
of non-linear conductivity phenomena observed in CDW inorganic systems such as the blue
bronze and the transition metal tri-chalcogenides [19, 23]. Note however that the observation
of a much larger threshold field ET~9V/cm in the Pt salt [23] could be explained by the
presence of a two-fold lattice pinning potential brought by the SP dimerization of the
[Pt(mnt)2] stacks (see section III).
As expected for a Peierls system, the critical temperature TP of the Au compound decreases
as H² for modest magnetic fields [24]. More interestingly, and because of its low value of TP,
the CDW ground state is found to be unstable for large magnetic fields Hc~33-37T exceeding
the so-called Pauli limit HP≈ 22.5T [25, 26]. Also unexpected features are observed near Hc
suggesting the occurrence of field induced CDW states due to orbital effects arising from the
existence of a warped Fermi surface (FS) [26, 27].
Because of the presence of a two slightly shifted set of double quasi-1D warped FS [10]
combined with the opening of a Peierls gap only slightly larger than inter-stack transfer
integrals (t┴ ~2meV), it is expected in the Au compound, as for system exhibiting a warped
FS incompletely nested by the 2kF wave vector, a destabilization of the Peierls instability
when pressure enhances the nesting breaking components of the FS. More precisely it is
calculated [28] that the Peierls ground state should vanishe when Δ0 becomes smaller than
the typical energy of hole and electron pockets remaining after anincomplete FS nesting
process. Indeed it has been observed a vanishing of the CDW ground state of the Au
compound above Pc≈5kbar. But more interestingly, it is also found, when the low temperature
metallic state is restored under pressure, that α-(Per)2[Au(mnt)2] becomes a superconductor
below TS~0.3K [29].
Finally it is interesting to remark that the 0K Peierls gap, 2Δ0 ≈ 3.5 meV, is quite small in the
Au salt [7, 8]. More quantitatively Δ0 is smaller than a typical acoustic phonon frequency (Ωc
~5.5-8meV in TTF-TCNQ for 2kF=3/4b* [30]). So with 2Δ0 < ħΩc the Peierls transition of
the Au salt should occur in the non-adiabatic regime [31]. In this regime it is expected that
2kF pre-transitional fluctuations, of dynamics governed by Ωc, are too rapid to affect the one
electron density of states above TP. The situation should be different in the Cu where 2Δ0 ≈
20 meV [7 8]. With 2Δ0 > ħΩc the Peierls transition of the Cu salt should occur in the adiabatic
regime, as for the (arene)2 PF6 and AsF6 salts considered in part (d) above.
Note that in this framework that the 0K amplitude of the Peierls gap in the Au salt should be
reduced by quantum fluctuations from the value obtained by the BCS relation-ship (2). Also
in this case the non-adiabaticity of the Peierls mechanism should increase under pressure
because of the hardening of the frequency of phonon modes. This should also reduce the
Peierls gap. In that case the vanishing of the CDW ground state under pressure in the Au salt
should occur at a quantum critical point.
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f- Comparison between Peierls instabilities in (arene)2PF6/AsF6 and in α(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts
While donor stack of all these different families includes arene molecules of similar shape,
there is a sizeable difference between Peierls instabilities in FA and CPP salts and those in
Per salts. There is in particular a difference of more than a factor two in the Peierls transition
temperature TP between these two series of salts -and in the magnitude of the temperature
range [Tρ-TP] of 1D CDW fluctuations. As seen in table I, Tρ occurs well above RT for FA
and CPP salts, Tρ is around 160-180K (~2 times TP) for the M=Co and Fe derivative and Tρ
is very close to TP for the Cu and Au derivatives. Table II shows that in the M=Ni, Pd and Pt
derivatives, TP and Tρ are comparable to those of the Au and Cu derivatives quoted in table
I.
Two explanations can be invoked. One explanation relies on the difference of nature of the
anion: octahedral PF6─ and AsF6─ simple anions in FA, CPP and TMP salts versus more
polarizable dithiolate [M(mnt)2]─ anions in the α-Per salts. Another explanation relies on the
number of donor conduction bands crossing the Fermi level and on their degree of warping:
1 band for CPP and TMP salts, 2 bands for FA salts and 4 bands for Per salts. In the case of
α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] the total FS includes 4 sheets composed of two slightly shifted sets of
warped open FS [10]. With such a band structure the best nesting wave vector of the global
FS is poorly define. This could smoothen the logarithmic thermal divergence of the 2kF
electron-hole response function [28]. A somewhat similar situation is found in the quarterfilled (TSeT)2Cl organic salt, which with a poorly nested FS composed of 4 warped sheets,
also exhibits a modest Peierls transition temperature of 26K [32].
2kFD BOW
Tρ (K) TPMF(K)
pre-transitional
fluctuations
Per2[Cu(mnt)2]
Uniform
32
not observed
40
66
Per2[Au(mnt)2]
Uniform
12
not observed
16
11.5
Per2[Fe(mnt)2]
Dimerizeda
73
3D ≤ 80K
180
165
a
Per2[Co(mnt)2]
Dimerized
58
3D ≤ 65K
160
200
(CPP)2PF6+CH2Cl2
Uniform?b
158
1D above RT
>300
?
b
(CPP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2
Uniform?
170
1D above RT
?
?
(TMP)2PF6+CH2Cl2
4kF site CDWc < 20
1D ≤ 210K
>300
?
(TMP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2
4kF site CDWc < 20
1D ≤ 200K
?
?
(FA)2 PF6
Dimerized
180
1D above RT
>300
400-600
Table I. Cha racteristics of arene cation radical salts exhibiting a Peierls instability. The
table gives the crystal structure of the donor stack. The Peierls transition temperature (TP)
and the temperature of minimum of resistivity (Tρ) are taken from conductivity measurements
of ref. [7, 8]. The mean field Peierls temperature (TPMF) is calculated from the electrical gap
2Δ0 using expression (2). The dimension and temperature range of 2kFD BOW pre-transitional
fluctuations are also indicated.
compound

a

Donor stacking

TP
(K)

Dithiolate sacks composed of paired [Fe(mnt)2] or [Co(mnt)2] units should induce a
doubling of the Per stack periodicity. The expected Per two-fold stack deformation due to its
dimerized surrounding has not been determined in the Co compound [12a], but has been
recently determined to be small in the Fe compound [12b].
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b

The question mark leaves open a possible doubling of the CPP stack periodicity induced by
the coupling with the staggered anion - solvent order [16].
c
A doubling of the TMP stack periodicity is expected from the staggered charge order (i.e.
4kF CDW) on donor stack revealed by 13C-CPAS-NMR [16]. However local NMR
measurements are unable to probe the spatial extend of the charge order periodicity.
III-

Peierls and spin-Peierls instabilities in α-(Per)2M(mnt)2] with M = Ni, Pd
and Pt

A special attention must be devoted to Per salts incorporating [M(mnt)2] acceptors with M =
Ni, Pd and Pt, because the charge transfer from Per to dithiolate complexes leads to the
formation of non-close shell [M(mnt)2]─ anions for M = Ni, Pd and Pt. One thus obtains two
kinds of electro-active donor and acceptor stacks. However at variance with TTF-TCNQ
where the incommensurate charge transfer gives rise to two types of conducting stacks, each
subject to its own CDW instability, the [M(mnt)2]─ stack is not conducting because there is
a Mott-Hubbard localization of one electron per [M(mnt)2]. With the charge localization each
[M(mnt)2]─ molecule bears an unpaired spin ½. One thus obtains S=1/2 AF dithiolate chains
which coexist with metallic Per stacks in the α-type structure (figure 2). As for the M=Au
and Cu derivatives, Per stacks of the Pt, Pd and Ni derivatives are subject to a Peierls
instability whose main characteristics (TP and Tρ) are given in table II.
At this stage it is interesting to remark that when there is an incommensurate charge transfer
of 0.82 electron from Li to [Pt(mnt)2]─ dithiolate stacks, the 1D conductor Li0.82[Pt(mnt)2]
(H20)2, resembling to some extend to KCP, undergoes a conventional Peierls transition at
TP=215K announced by a sizeable regime of 2kF BOW fluctuations [33]. These data mean
that the Peierls instability of dithiolate stacks is achieved by a sizeable electron-phonon
coupling. Such critical phonon modes should play a role, via the magneto-elastic spin-phonon
coupling, in S=1/2 AF electron localized [M(mnt)2] chains. This coupling is the basic
ingredient allowing to transmit the SP instability located on the dithiolate stacks to the lattice
via a stack dimerization.
a- Spin-Peierls structural fluctuations
The SP instability of the M = Ni, Pd and Pt dithiolate stacks is detected by the observation of
a sizeable regime of 1D diffuse structural fluctuations appearing as diffuse lines located in
b*/2 on X-ray diffuse patterns. Such diffuse lines have been observed in the Pt ([9] – see also
figure 5a), Ni [21] and Pd [9] derivatives. The reduced critical wave vector of the fluctuations
qSP=b*/2 corresponds to an incipient instability towards a dimerization of the dithiolate stack.
This dimerization should lead to a pairing of neighbouring S=1/2 spins into a singlet.
These diffuse lines have been detected below 30K, 100K and 100K in the Pt, Ni and Pd salts
respectively. This onset temperature, given in table II, is taken as the SP mean-field
temperature (TSPMF) of the dithiolate stacks. TSPMF is twice larger than the temperature at
which Peierls fluctuations begin to manifest (i.e. temperature of the minimum of electrical
resistivity, Tρ, see table II). This is a clear experimental evidence that the SP instability on
dithiolate stacks starts before the Peierls instability on Per stacks.
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Per2[M(mnt)2]

TP/TSP (K)

b*/4 Peierls
modulation

M=Pt

8.2/”7.5”

not observed

M=Ni

25/”25-45”

LRO

M=Pd

28/28

not observed

b*/2 spinPeierls
modulation
SRO in
all directions
SRO in all
directions
LRO

Tρ (K)

1D SP
fluctuations

18

≤ 30K

50

≤ 100K

50-80

≤ 100K

Table II. Characteristics of α-Per2[M(mnt)2] salts exhibiting both a Peierls and a spin-Peierls
instability for M=Pt, Ni and Pd. The metal-insulator Peierls transition temperature (TP) and
the temperature of minimum of resistivity (Tρ) are taken from electrical measurements of ref.
[7, 8]. The SP critical temperature and the nature of the short range (SRO) or long range
(LRO) SP order detected below TSP are indicated as well as the temperature range of
observation of 1D SP fluctuations. “TSP” values given for the Ni and Pd derivatives are the
temperature at which the extrapolation of the quantities χSP-1(qSP) and ξb-1 deduced from 1D
SP fluctuations and plotted in figures 6 and 7, vanish.

The SP structural fluctuation can be quantitatively analyzed from the thermal dependence of
the intensity and profile of the diffuse lines along the chain direction b [9], namely:
- the qSP peak intensity I(qSP) or more likely the T/I(qSP) ratio which is proportional to
the inverse of the SP structural susceptibility χSP-1(qSP) (see figure 6).
- the half width at half maximum (corrected by the experimental resolution) which give
the inverse coherence length of the SP fluctuation in chain direction ξb-1 (see figure
7).
χSP(qSP) exhibits a Curie-Weiss like divergence for the Pd and Pt salts as predicted for the
high temperature fluctuations of the amplitude of the order parameter (i.e. regime of Gaussian
fluctuations) [34]. The linear dependence of the inverse susceptibility shown in figure 6:
( )∝( −
),
(5)
allows to define a TSP at about 28K and 7.5K for the Pd and Pt salts. For the Ni salt χSP-1(qSP)
does not really vanishes upon cooling. Figure 6 shows that the high temperature data
extrapolate linearly to a “TSP” of about 25K.
The correlation length increases in an inverse square root law as predicted in the regime of
Gaussian fluctuations of the amplitude of the order parameter [34]. The square root thermal
dependence of the inverse correlation length is shown in figure 7:
∝ ( −
) .
(6)
The extrapolation at zero of expression (6) leads to the same TSP as does expression (5) for
the Pd and Pt salts.
For the Pd salt, χSP(qSP)-1 and ξb -1 vanish at TSP=28K. Below this TSP SP superstructure
reflections are detected at the reciprocal wave vector qSP=b*/2 [9]. There is thus below TSP a
long range SP order. The Pd salts exhibits all the structural characteristics of a well-defined
2nd order SP transition.
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χSP(qSP)-1 and ξb -1 measured in the Pt salt tend to vanish at about 7.5K. However the X-ray
pattern taken at 4K (figure 5b) shows that only a SP SRO is achieved. There is thus a pseudoSP transition at a “TSP “≈7.5K in table II.
No vanishing of χSP(qSP)-1 and ξb -1 is found for the Ni salt.
saturates below 50K while
the high temperature data extrapolates to zero around 45K.
( ) changes of slope below
35K while the high temperature data linearly extrapolates to zero around 45K. These two
“TSP” values of extrapolation are indicated in table II.
b- Spin-Peierls and Peierls orders
Table II gives the Peierls critical temperature (on Per stack) deduced from the metal to
insulator transition detected by conductivity measurements [7, 8]. Very weak 2kFD=b*/4
super-lattice reflections have been detected below TP in the Ni salt [21]. They have an
intensity comparable to those found below TP in the Cu derivative. No b*/4 super-lattice
reflections have been detected in the Pd and Pt derivatives. They could be too weak to be
detected especially in the Pt derivative.
TSP and “TSP” values reported in table II are the temperature at which 1D SP fluctuations
diverges or tends to diverge as discussed above in part a. Sharp b*/2 SP superstructure
reflections are observed below TSP=28K in the Pd salt [9].
“TSP” is a pseudo SP transition temperature for the Ni salt since the low temperature
saturation of χSP(qSP)-1 and ξb -1 reveals a short range dimerization order in all the spatial
directions [21]. At 9K the SP dimerization extends on 35Å (8b) in stack direction and the SP
phasing extend only on 14Å in lateral direction. This last distance corresponds to the distance
between first neigboring dithiolate stacks. In this respect the transverse interaction between
first neighbor dithiolate stacks should be mediated through a perylene stack (see figure 2).
Such a coupling should be weak, which explains why dimerization of only first neighbor
dithiolate stacks are correlated in the SP ground state. Note that in the Ni derivative such a
SP SRO cannot be ascribed to disorder in the material because sharp b*/4 superstructure
reflections are observed (note also that a similar SP SRO is observed in the Pt derivative –
see below).
A somewhat similar situation is observed in the Pt derivative. A specific heat anomaly
indicates the occurrence of a thermodynamic phase transition around 8K [35]. However table
II indicates a TP (8.2K: metal-insulator transition from transport measurements) distinct from
“TSP” (7.5K: temperature at which 1D SP fluctuations tend to diverge). Note that in agreement
with the finding of a structural “TSP” the abrupt drop of the EPR signal below 7.5K indicates
a concomitant loss of spin degrees of freedom [36]. The finding of a TSP distinct from TP
seems to be sustained by extrapolation to 0K of the magnetic phase diagram [37].
The establishment of a low temperature spin-singlet ground state on [Pt(mnt)2] chains is
evident from 1H NMR spectra and spin relaxation (1/T1) rates [38, 39]. However NMR cannot
probe the spatial extend of the SP order. Thus a possible explanation of the decoupling
between TP and “TSP” could rely on the observation that the SP order remains incomplete.
The X-ray pattern shown in figure 5b proves that there is not a long range SP dimerization at
4K: the SP dimerization extends on 36Å (9b) in stack direction and 16Å (i.e. the first neighbor
dithiolate distance) in transverse direction. Note that these correlation lengths are comparable
to those found in the Ni derivative. This means that only a short range SP phasing occurs
both in longitudinal and transverse directions. An incomplete SP pairing means that unpaired
spins 1/2 should remain present. A minority of such spins has been recently identified by low
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temperature NMR measurements [39]. Note that the presence of low temperature unpaired
spins agrees with the observation of a finite 0K spin susceptibility in the Pt salt [38, 39].
The simultaneous presence of incomplete transverse and longitudinal SP orders and of
unpaired spins ½ can be rationalized in a unified description using a previous interpretation
of similar findings in doped CuGeO3 SP systems [40]. In the SP ground state the minimum
of inter-chain coupling energy generally imposes an out of phase transverse phasing between
dimerization on first neigbouring chains (this corresponds to a minimum of Coulomb
coupling between such charged chains). This minimum of energy implies that dimerization
are shifted by b between first neighboring chains. Within such a SP pattern the staggered
transverse order can be easily broken by keeping the dimerization of two neighboring chains
in phase. The defect consists in an absence of relative shift of dimerization between two first
neighbor chains. Thus with respect to the staggered transverse dimerization order such a
linear defect introduces a relative transverse phase shift of π between SP patterns on left and
right sides of the defect. This defect cost locally a maximum of inter-chain coupling energy.
In that situation the best way to limit the cost of coupling energy between two chains having
the wrong relative phasing is to reduce the spatial extent of the linear defect by restoring the
out of phase inter-chain dimerization order. This can be achieved by limiting the extent of
the defect by leaving unpaired two spins ½ on each side if the linear defect. Each unpaired
spin introduces a defect of dimerization which changes by ±π the phase of the intra-chain
structural modulation. The creation of pairs of ±π dimerization defects thus limits the spatial
extend of the longitudinal SP order (the average distance between the two dimerization
defects being of the order of ξb). As each dimerization defect bears an unpaired spin ½, the
limitation of the SP order in chain direction causes the presence of S=1/2 free spins. These
magnetic defects have been observed in the SP ground state of the Pt derivative. In our
description the limitation of the longitudinal order is caused by the break of the transverse
order, but the reverse is also true. Unpaired spins are created by any type of defect
interrupting the SP longitudinal order.
c- Mechanism of the SP instability in α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]
Table II gives the temperature at which 1D SP fluctuations begin to be detected. This
temperature is taken as the mean-field temperature of the SP transition TSPMF [34]. One thus
has TSPMF≈ 30K for the Pt salts and 100K for the Pd and Ni salts. TSPMF is related to the mean
field SP gap, ΔMF, by the mean-field correspondence relationship, which can be expressed
for the Heisenberg chain by [41]:
ΔMF≈2.47kBTSPMF
(7)
With the above quoted TSPMF values one gets ΔMF≈ 75K for the Pt salts and 250K for the Pd
and Ni salts.
In this framework the nature of the SP ground state depends on the relative value of the meanfield gap ΔMF with respect to the critical phonon energy at qSP: ħΩC ≈50-100K for TA-LA
phonon frequencies in organics [42]. For the 0K Heisenberg chain, the SP transition occurs
in the classical (adiabatic) limit when ħΩC ≤ ΔMF/2 [43]. In the opposite limit of weak ΔMF,
ħΩC ≥ΔMF/2, the SP transition occurs in the quantum (anti-adiabatic) limit. Note that if ΔMF
is small enough such that ΔMF≤ 0.7ħΩC [44], the zero point phonon quantum fluctuations
kills the SP dimerization. In that case the SP gap vanishes exponentially at a quantum critical
point beyond which a spin liquid state is stabilized. The 0K phase diagram of the SP ground
state of the AF Heisenberg chain is shown in figure 8. This figure shows that the SP transition
of Pd and Ni salts occurs in the adiabatic limit while the SP transition of the Pt salt occurs in
the non-adiabatic limit.
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In the adiabatic limit, when the dynamics of SP structural fluctuations is slow compared to
those of magnetic degrees of freedom, the local SP pairing, which develops below TSPMF,
progressively forms a pseudo-gap in the density of states of magnetic excitations, which
manifests by a depression of spin susceptibility. In the opposite anti-adiabatic limit, the
dynamics of SP structural fluctuations is so rapid that the spin susceptibility remains
unaffected in the fluctuation regime. A typical example of adiabatic SP transition is the (BCPTTF)2X series and of anti-adiabatic SP transition is MEM-TCNQ [45, 34, 2, 3]. Additional
examples are given in figure 8.
In order to analyze the influence of the SP instability on the spin degrees of freedom let us
first consider the spin susceptibility, χS, of the Pd, Ni and Pt salts shown in figure 9a [8]. In
a first approximation, the dithiolate stacks can be described by a collection of isolated S=1/2
AF chains. Then each magnetic chain can be modeled by the simplest Heisenberg
Hamiltonian:
∑
,
. =
(8)
where J1 is the first neighbor exchange interaction. With this Hamiltonian the thermal
dependence and the magnitude of the spin susceptibility χS(T) can be exactly calculated [46].
Using this simplest description figure 9b gives at each temperature for the Pd, Ni and Pt salts
the effective first neighbor exchange interaction J1eff taken from the absolute value of the spin
susceptibility [47]. This figure shows in particular that:
- in the Pd salt J1eff saturates at 260K above 100K,
- in the Pt salt J1eff saturates at 35K below 90K,
- in the Ni salt J1eff increases linearly between 300 and 100K.
Figure 9b shows in certain temperature ranges deviations at these simple dependences. This
means that the above description must be completed by adding other terms in the Hamiltonian
(8). Below we consider coupling with SP structural fluctuations (as already done in ref.[34])
and exchange coupling with conduction electron spins on Per stacks (as already done in
ref.[38]).
Let us start with the SP instability of the Pd salt which occurs in the adiabatic limit. Let us
also remark that relevant energies of its SP instability (J1≈260K and TSPMF≈100K) are
comparable to those of the (BCP-TTF)2X series (J1≈270K, TSPMF≈120K for X=AsF6 and
J1≈330K, TSPMF≈100K for X=PF6 [45]). One also have for these organic compounds similar
critical phonon frequencies, ΩC. Figure 9a shows that the spin susceptibility of the Pd salt
behaves above 100K as χS of an S=1/2 AF chain with J1 ≈260K. Below TSPMF≈100K SP
lattice fluctuations develop on a correlation length ξb (whose inverse length is given in figure
7) a local spin singlet S=0 state. This local singlet non-magnetic order induces below 100K
a pseudo-gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum which manifests (see figure 9a) by a
decrease of the spin susceptibility with respect to χS of the uniform 1D AF chain. This feature
is also revealed by a net increases of J1eff below 100K (see figure 9b). This thermal behavior,
which resembles to the one measured in (BCP-TTF)2X salts, can be quantitatively accounted
for by the coupling of AF fluctuations to SP critical lattice fluctuations [34]. The drop of χS
is quantitatively similar in the Pd derivative and in (BCP-TTF)2X between 100K and 50K.
Below 50K χS of the Pd salt drops abruptly to nearly vanishes at TSP=28K (figure 9a), while
χS of (BCP-TTF)2X SP continues to decrease monotonously and remains finite at its SP
transition [45, 34]. Thus the vanishing of χS below 50K in the Pd derivative cannot be due to
SP structural fluctuations which diverge continuously in temperature (figures 6 and 7) as
those measured in (BCP-TTF)2X [45, 34].
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In order to account for the abrupt vanishing of χS observed below 50K in the Pd derivative
one has to consider thermal dependent modification of magnetic exchange interactions on
dithiolate stacks. Below we propose that such a modification arises from the AF exchange
coupling between the localized spins on dithiolate molecules “j” and the spin density
( ) on neighboring “l” metallic Per chains. Since the net decrease of χS coincides with the
development of a 2kF density wave instability on the Per stack (which should grow below
about Tρ ≈50-80K – see table II) the inter-stack coupling appears to be pertinent below a
quite well defined temperature, noted Tper.coupl. in figure 9a, close to Tρ. Below Tper.coupl. the
(2 , ), submitted to an “external” AF
2kF electron-hole instability on the Per stack,
field originating from the localized spins on dithiolate stacks responds by setting a 2kF spin
density wave (SDW) ( ), as schematically illustrated by figure 10.
Following the notations of ref. [38], this additional interaction can be modeled by adding to
the direct exchange Hamiltonian (8) an inter-chain exchange coupling Hamiltonian involving
the spins density ( ) located on neighboring Per sacks:
.

=∑,

( )+

.

┴∑ ,

.

( )

(9)

The first term of the right member of expression (9)
( ) is the Hamiltonian of the
1D conduction electron gas located on Per stacks “l”; x being the stack direction. In the
second term ┴ is the transverse AF exchange coupling between nearest dithiolate and per
spins, respectively
and ( ). Note, as shown in figure 2, that there are three different
types of ┴ interactions per Per (the strongest one should occur in the direction of maximum
overlap of dithiolate and per molecular orbitals). Experimental evidence for a sizeable
transverse exchange coupling, ┴ (or for a fast inter-chain spin exchange regime) is provided
by the observation for Pd [48] and Pt [38] derivatives of a single EPR line at a g value
intermediate between those of [M(mnt)2] and Per molecules.
Due to the 1D nature of its electron gas, the Per stack exhibits a divergent electron-hole
response χeh(q, T) which sizably increase below Tρ for q=2kFD= b*/4. In this regime a spin
S0 located on a dithiolate molecule placed at the origin should polarize through the AF
exchange coupling ┴ the electronic spins ( ) located on neighboring per stacks (figure
10). This induces a SDW s(x) on Per stacks whose thermal and spatial dependences are given
by the 1D Fourier transform of χeh(q) (assumed here to be that of a free electron gas):
s(x) ~

(2

, )

(

)

⁄

(10)

In (10) the SDW which oscillates with the period 4b is also damped by the thermal electronic
length issued from the thermal broadening of the FS. At a distance x=mb from the origin
the oscillating spin density s(x) exhibits, through ┴ , a modulated magnetic coupling with the
spin Sm located on the near neighbor dithiolate molecules “m”. Through the spin polarization
of Per stack, this induces a spatially dependent effective exchange coupling between spins S0
and Sm distant of mb on the same dithiolate stack. Such an indirect oscillating interaction is
known in the literature as the Rudernann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction. It
behaves basically in 1D as [49]:
(2

, )~−| ┴ |²

(2

, )

(

⁄ )

⁄

(11)

The mediated interaction (11) provides in particular an indirect AF coupling between spins
located on every second molecules (m=2) on the dithiolate stack. As shown in figure 10 this
indirect AF coupling competes with the intra-stack second neighbor effective ferromagnetic
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coupling due to the succession of two first-neighbor direct AF interaction . Furthermore
(2 , ) sizably increases upon
because of the 1D nature of the electron gas on Per stack
cooling (with a logarithmic thermal divergence for a 1D free electron gas). Thus the
amplitude of the second neighbor AF interaction
(2 , ) grows with respect to J1
when T decreases.
1D magnetic chain with first, J1, and second, J2, neighbor frustrated AF interactions presents
a very unusual phase diagram at 0K (see for example [51]). When the ratio of exchange
coupling α= J2/J1 is smaller than αc≈0.24, the ground state is a gapless spin fluid state, with a
quasi-long range AF order. This ground state changes when α≥αc, through a quantum critical
point located at αc, into a gapped state with long range dimer order. Note that when the ratio
of exchange coupling α is larger than αc a singlet-triplet spin gap opens in absence of any
coupling with the phonon field. In the Pd salt, the rapid vanishing of the spin susceptibility
observed below 50K (figure 9a) could be caused by the rapid growth of the ratio of exchange
coupling α due to the thermal increase of
(2 , ) below Tρ. However as SP critical
fluctuations continue to diverge upon cooling the total singlet-triplet gap should superimpose
the effects of the SP lattice dimerization and of the frustration of AF coupling. Such combined
effects have been considered in the literature [52, 53].
The SP instability of the Ni salt occurs also in the adiabatic limit. There are however some
differences between the Ni and Pd salts. The most important difference is that J1eff increases
linearly when T decreases between 300 and 100K (figure 9b), while J1eff was constant in the
same temperature range for the Pd salt. It is thus possible that the increase of J1eff results from
an increase of the intra-stack overlap between dithiolate MO upon cooling due a continuous
sliding of neighboring Ni(dmit)2 molecules. However there is a clear deviation at the linear
increases of J1eff below 100K when SP structural fluctuations develops. This could be due, as
for the Pd salt, to the growth of a pseudo-gap in the AF magnetic excitation spectrum. Also
similarly to the Pd salt, χS abruptly drops below 50K and vanishes around 20K (figure 9a).
Note however that if below 50K χS exhibits the same temperature dependence for the two
salts, figures 6 and 7 show that SP structural fluctuations behave differently for the Ni and
Pd derivatives in that temperature range. While SP fluctuations diverge at TSP=28K in the Pd
derivative, SP fluctuations reduce their divergence below ~50K (for ξb) and ~35K (for χSP)
in the Ni derivative. Thus the rapid decrease of χS in the Ni derivative cannot be due to the
critical growth of SP fluctuations. As χS considerably decreases below Tρ≈50K when
(2 , ) sizably increases, the spin gap opening is more likely due to a frustration effect
(2 , ) and first neighbor direct J1 AF interactions
between second neighbor indirect
on the Ni dithiolate stack.
Figure 9a shows that the thermal dependence of χS below ~40K resembles that of a thermally
activated excitation process. For an activated process through a gap Δ, the spin susceptibility
of a classical assembly of spin ½ behave as:
( )∝

⁄

(12)

Data of figure 9a give Δ~130K, which amount to about J1/2. We thus propose that the gap
which develops below 50K is a singlet triplet gap set by frustration effects between first and
second neighbor AF interactions when α= J1/J2≥αc≈0.24. Note that the opening of a gap
Δ~J1/2 in absence of sizeable lattice dimerization requires sizeable AF frustration effects with
α~0.5 [53]. α = 0.5 corresponds to the so-called Majumdar-Ghosh point where the ground
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state of the AF chain, which corresponds to two possible dimerization patterns formed by a
succession of disconnected singlet dimers, is twofold degenerate.
The magnetic properties of Pt salt have been already considered in ref. [38] suggesting the
presence of mediated RKKY interactions through the Per stack. However the physics of Pt
salt differs on many aspects from the one exhibited by the Pd and Ni salts. Firstly the SP
instability of the Pt salt occurs in the non-adiabatic limit. Thus the development of structural
SP fluctuations below 30K (TSPMF) should not create a pseudo-gap in the spin excitations.
Accordingly the thermal dependence of the χS should not deviate appreciably between TSPMF
and TSP from the extrapolated high temperature dependence of χS (more precisely figure 9b
shows that J1eff should not change appreciably below 30K). A similar behavior is shown by
χS in the non-adiabatic SP compound MEM-(TCNQ)2 [45, 2, 3]. Secondly SP fluctuations
start below 30K in the temperature range where the AF correlations are not developed (AF
correlations develop when χS begins to decrease below ≈20K,). The nature of the driving
force of the SP instability in the Pt salt is thus questioned because the SP instability, being
triggered by quantum fluctuations of the AF chain, should start only in presence of AF
correlations (i.e. in the temperature range below the maximum of χS).
All these features require a clarification of the various types of effective spin-spin interactions
occurring on the Pt dithiolate stack. In particular and in addition to the first neighbor AF
interaction J1 (estimated at ~35K from the fit of χS by the contribution (8) – see figure 9b)
additional AF interactions which competes with J1 should be considered. Firstly one expects
to have below Tρ≈18K, when the electron-hole response of the Per stack develops a second
neighbor mediated AF interaction
(2 , ) as for the Pd and Ni derivatives. Secondly
the SP magneto-elastic coupling leads in the non-adiabatic regime to a renormalization of J1
and induces a second neighbor AF interaction J2 [44]. For these two reasons the spin-spin
Hamiltonian of the dithiolate stack should include first and second neighbor AF competing
interactions. However as χS does not decrease drastically on approaching TSP, the frustration
ratio α=J1/J2 should remain small (less than αc?), at the difference of Pd and Ni derivatives.
Nevertheless in presence of these additional effects χS of the Pt salt should behave differently
as predicted by the simple J1 Hamiltonian (8).
d- Nature of the ground state
In the previous section we have shown, especially for the Pd and Ni derivatives that
Per2[M(mnt)2] salts exhibit magnetic properties on dithiolate stacks coupled to a 2kF density
wave instability of the conducting Per stacks. Such features place Per2[M(mnt)2] among
Kondo lattices where magnetic properties of localized spins are coupled to itinerant spins of
the conduction electron gas. Furthermore the 1D nature of both the transfer integrals in the
metallic subsystem and of the J1 AF exchange coupling in the magnetic subsystem locate
Per2[M(mnt)2] among the 1D two chain Kondo lattices since, as shown in figure 2, magnetic
chains are spatially decoupled from the conducting chains. There is an abundant literature on
1D Kondo lattices involving elaborated theoretical considerations [51, 54]. However
experimental clear-cut evidence of 1D Kondo lattices are quite sparse in the literature.
Following our interpretation of experimental data, it seems that Per2[M(mnt)2] organic salts
with M=Ni and Pd are a good realization of 1D Kondo lattice physics; this is less clear for
the Pt derivative.
In this framework it has been proposed that spin dimerization observed in Per2[M(mnt)2] salts
could be explained using a 1D Kondo lattice model at quarter filling with some kind of
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RKKY interaction between localized moments [55]. However the realization of such a
ground state is not obvious because it has been numerically shown that a frustrated spin-1/2
Heisenberg chain coupled to adiabatic phonons can exhibit a tetramerized phase for a large
enough frustration ratio α and a large spin-lattice coupling [56]. These different theoretical
finding show that the physics of Per2[M(mnt)2] should be quite subtle because there are two
competing periodicity in the system: 2kFD=b*/4 for the ¨Peierls instability on the Per stack
and 2kFSP=b*/2 for the SP instability on the dithiolate stack.
In presence of non-magnetic dithiolate stacks the Peierls transition stabilizes the 2kFD
modulation as shown by experimental studies of M=Cu, Co and Fe compounds (table I).
Complications arise in salts where with M=Ni, Pd and Pt the dithiolate stack is magnetic and
where, with a sizeable magneto-elastic coupling, a SP instability develops at 2kFSP, which is
two times 2kFD. In Ni, Pd and Pt salts there is no experimental evidence that both 2kFD and
2kFSP LRO are simultaneously stabilized at low temperature. In the Ni derivative where
frustration effects are more apparent there is below 25K a 2kFD LRO and a 2kFSP SRO. It is
thus possible that the b*/2 SP divergence on the dithiolate stacks stops around 50-35K when
the sizably frustrated spin system (α~0.5) is quite strongly coupled to an adiabatic phonon
field. In that case the system should prefer to be tetramerized as predicted in ref. [56]. In
Per2[Ni(mnt)2] the 2kFD LRO was initially attributed to the Peierls modulation on the Per
stack. However one cannot exclude that a component of such a modulation should originate
from the Ni(dmit)2 stacks. In the Pd derivative the situation is different because a 2kFSP LRO
is detected without any evidence of a 2kFD Peierls order; a feature which remains to be
explained. In the Pt derivative there is a short range SP order in all the directions (of spatial
extend comparable to the one of the Ni derivative) but figure 5b does not provide any
evidence of a 2kFD=b*/4 Peierls modulation. However such a Peierls modulation could be
too weak to be detected because the Peierls gap is quite small (one expects from the relative
magnitude of the Peierls gap super-lattice reflections 3 times less intense in the Pt salt than
those detected in the Ni salt). Note however that the existence of a CDW modulation in the
Pt derivative is assessed by the observations of non-linear conductivity effect due to the
sliding of CDWs under electric field [23].
A key parameter of control of the phase diagram of Per2[M(mnt)2] relies on the presence of
a sizeable inter-stack coupling. A close inspection of the structure shown in figure 2 shows
that if there are many direct interactions between Per stacks [10] the interaction between
dithiolate stacks should be mediated through Per stacks. Thus if Per stacks are the source of
RKKY mediated interactions between localized spins on dithiolate stacks one expects the
presence of induced 2kFD SDW fluctuations on Per stacks (figure 10). Such SDW fluctuations
should compete with 2kFD BOW/CDW fluctuations at the origin of the Peierls instability. Up
to now there is no evidence of such a magnetic instability on the Per stack. However it is
possible that the modulation of Per stacks below TP should be a mixed 2kFD SDW-CDW as
found in the magnetic ground state of (TMTSF)2PF6 [57, 58]. This could arise in the Pd
derivative where standard 2kFD Peierls superstructure reflections have not been detected.
Also in order to establish the RKKY mediated interaction the 2kFD electron-hole instability
on the Per stack is of fundamental importance since it tunes the magnitude of the indirect AF
coupling interaction via the thermal divergence of the electron-hole response function below
Tρ. As the Peierls instability starts on Per stacks below Tρ, which occurs below TSPMF, one
observes on Ni and Pd dithiolate stacks first a SP instability then, below about Tρ, a vanishing
of the singlet-triplet gap due to the growth of frustrated 2nd neighbor AF interactions. If the
2kFD electron-hole instability was sizably stronger, as for example in the (arene)2 PF6/AsF6
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salts, the AF frustration will be set before the start of the SP instability. Thus with the opening
of a high temperature singlet-triplet gap due to AF frustration, the driving force for the SP
instability could not be activated. These features show that the original magnetic phase
diagram of dithiolate stacks results from a fine tuning with the Peierls instability on Per
stacks.
To finish, note that α-Per2[M(mnt)2] is a representative example of two-chain 1D Kondo
lattices where magnetic chains are spatially decoupled from conducting chains; both kinds of
chain being of different chemical nature (anion/donor). This is different from standard one
chain Kondo lattices where, because of the involvement of different orbital degrees of
freedom in the vicinity of the Fermi level, spin localized electrons and conducting electrons
belong to the same chain. This is the case of the inorganic 1D conductor BaVS3 where each
V atom shares one average one-half delocalized dz² electron, which partly fill a 1D conduction
band, and one-half localized e(t2g) electron of spin ½ [59]. Because of the coupling between
the two electron species BaVS3 exhibits a quite subtle low temperature magnetic structure
where the nodes of the S=1/2 AF modulation are occupied by spin singlet pairs issued from
the Peierls distortion of the dz² 1D electron gas [60].
IV-

Conclusion

In this paper we have reviewed the structural properties of the α-Per2[M(mnt)2] series of
organic conductors. When the dithiolate stack is diamagnetic for M=Au or Cu or strongly
dimerized for M=Co and Fe, the Per stack undergoes a 2kFD=b*/4 Peierls instability.
However the Peierls transition occurs at temperatures, TP~12-73K, more than twice smaller
than those TP~160-180K found in other quarter-filled D2X arene cation radical salts where D
is either FA or substituted Per and X is a monovalent anion such as PF6 and AsF6. In the case
of 1D S=1/2 AF dithiolate stack for M=Ni, Pd and Pt a SP instability develops at 2kFSP=b*/2.
As this last wave vector is twice larger than 2kFD, very rich ground states are observed in
these salts. The SP instability of the Ni and Pd derivatives occurs in the classical limit with
the formation of a pseudo-gap, in the AF magnetic excitations spectrum, driven by the growth
of structural SP fluctuations below 100K. Surprisingly the spin susceptibility of these salts
drops below 50K to finally vanish around 20K. We attribute this unexpected behavior to the
growth of a singlet-triplet gap caused by frustration of S=1/2 AF interactions on dithiolate
stacks. Frustration is attributed to the presence of a second neighbor indirect RKKY S=1/2
AF interaction mediated by a fine tuning with the 2kFD electron-hole instability of the Per
stack. This subtle coupling between magnetic and conducting chains shows that the family
of α-Per2[M(mnt)2] compounds provides for Ni and Pd a remarkable realization of 1D Kondo
lattices. A somewhat different magnetic behavior, with no so clear cut manifestation of the
1D Kondo lattice coupling, is observed in the Pt derivative whose SP instability occurs in the
quantum limit.
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RADICAL
SALTHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE QUASI-ONE DIMENSIONAL SUBSTITUTED
PERYLENE
CATION RADICAL SALTPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE QUASI-ONE
DIMENSIONAL SUBSTITUTED PERYLE
Figure 1 Chemical structure of (a) fluoranthene (FA), perylene donors and its derivatives
TMP and CPP and (b) of the dithiolate acceptor [M(mnt)2].

Figure 2 Crystal structure of α- Per2[M(mnt)2] projected along the stack direction b, and
showing the formation of segregated Per and dithiolate stacks. In this structure each
[M(mnt)2] stack fills tunnel delimited by 6 Per stacks, and there is one Per stack inside each
triangular array of [M(mnt)2] stacks. First neighbor inter-stack [M(mnt)2] – Per AF exchange
interactions ┴ are schematically indicated (note that there are three different types of
interactions per Per).
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Figure 3 Three-quarter electron (one-quarter hole) filled band structure of D2X arene salts
for a uniform donor stack (a) and a two-fold modulated donor stack (b). The positive band
dispersion is due to the graphitic type of overlap of Per molecules. In (b) the two cases of
either (1) a dimerized stack or (2) a charge modulated stack are separately considered. The
expression of the band gap 2EG at the Brillouin zone boundary b’*/2 is given in (1) for a
small modulation of transfer integrals t and in (2) for a small modulation of site energies ε.
The case of a strongly dimerized stack is considered in (c). In this situation the wave
functions/energies are basically that of well decoupled bonding│ΨB>/εB and antibonding│ΨAB>/εAB states of the dimer. For a three quarter band filling, the system can be
considered has having an half-filled AB band where the hole wave function is basically
localized in the anti-bonding state of the dimer.
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Figure 4 Temperature (T) dependence of the inverse of the 2kF BOW susceptibility χBOW1
(2kF) above TP and of the 2kF Peierls satellite intensity I(qP) below TP for
(CPP)2AsF6+CH2Cl2 (adapted from [15, 16]). χBOW-1(2kF) is proportional to T/I(2kF), where
I(2kF) is the intensity of the X-ray diffuse lines at 2kF.

Figure 5 X-ray diffuse scattering patterns from α- Per2[Pt(mnt)2] at 10K (a) and 4K (b). In
(a) diffuse lines due to 1D SP critical lattice fluctuations are visible between the horizontal
layers of main Bragg reflections at the reduced qSP=b*/2 wave vector. In (b) red arrows show
that these lines have condensed into broad diffuse spots, which indicates the establishment
of a 3D SP SRO.
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Figure 6 Temperature (T) dependence of the inverse spin-Peierls susceptibility χSP-1(qSP) for
the Ni, Pd and Pt derivatives. This quantity is proportional to T/I(qSP), where I(qSP) is the
intensity of the diffuse scattering at qSP. χSP-1(qSP) follows basically a Curie-Weiss law. For
the Ni salt the dashed line extrapolates the thermal dependence of the high temperature data
of χSP-1(qSP) towards “TSP”.

Figure 7 Temperature dependence of the inverse correlation length
for the Ni, Pd and Pt
derivatives. This quantity (corrected by the experimental resolution) is taken as the half
width at half maximum of 1D diffuse scattering along the b direction. For the Ni and Pt salts
the dashed lines extrapolate, using expression (6), the thermal dependence of the high
temperature data of
towards “TSP”.
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Figure 8 Nature of the ground state as a function of the mean-field SP gap, ΔMF defined by
(7), and of the critical phonon frequency Ωc for the SP Heisenberg chain (from [43]), together
with the location of typical SP compounds (adapted from [3]). The α- Per2[M(mnt)2] salts
with M=Ni, Pd and Pt are indicated in red.
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Figure 9 (a) Temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility, χs (T) of the Ni, Pd and Pt
derivatives (adapted from ref. [8]). (b) Thermal dependence of the effective first neighbor
AF exchange interaction J1eff(T) deduced from the amplitude of χs (adapted from ref. [47]).
In (a), χs(T) of the Pd derivative can be analyzed in the following way. Above TSPMF≈ 100K
χs(T) follows the thermal behavior of the 1D AF chain, between TSPMF and Tper. coupl.≈50K the
slight drop of χs(T) is due to the development of a pseudo-gap caused by 1D SP fluctuations
on dithiolate stack, between Tper. coupl. and TSP≈28K the large drop of χs(T) is due to an
enhancement of the singlet-triplet gap due to frustration of AF interactions. A 3D SP
transition occurs at TSP. In (b), the rapid increase of J1eff(T) below 100K (TSPMF) occurs in the
temperature range where SP fluctuations are detected.
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Figure 10 Schematic representation of competing AF S=1/2 exchange couplings in αPer2[M(mnt)2] derivatives for M=Ni, Pd and Pt. J1 is the first neighbor direct exchange
coupling on dithiolate stack. J2 is the second neighbor indirect RKKY exchange coupling
mediated by the induced 2kFD SDW on the Per stack.

